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Introduction 
All main definitions and notation can be found in [1]. In the proceedings of the 
10th South Eastern Conference, A. Kotzig [2] proposed the following conjecture: 
"Vk >~ 1, if G is a simple (2k + 1)-regular graph with a perfect matching, the edges 
of G can be partitioned into ~abgraphs i omorphic to the following graph H~. 
41 
Xk ~ k 
We call such a graph a bistar. In this note, we prove this conjecture. 
l~emarl~. (a) The condition that G has a perfect matching is easily seen to be 
necessary: take the "central' edges of the His. 
(b) The case k -- 1 was proved by A. Bouchet and J. L. Fouquet [3]. 
(c) The case where G has no triangles was proved by Kotzig. 
Let G = (V, E) be a simple (2k + 1)-regular graph and M~E be a perfect 
matching of G. Then G-M= (V, E \  M ~) is a 2~: regular graph and hence has an 
eulerian orientation (i.e. the indegree quals the outdegree at every vertex). 
A tent is a pair {{v, x}, {v, y}} of adjacent edges uch that {x, y} i:; an egse of M. 
The common vertex v is called the top of the tent. 
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Lemma. G-M has an eulerian orientation such that every tent is oriented into a 
directed path. 
ProoL For all v~ V let v* be the set of edges of G-M incident with v. Let 
t~, . . . .  tPv be the tents of top v. Since M is a matching, we have: i~ j ::> toOt~=¢.' ' 
t')__ ~ p i 0 1 Let t~ - v \U ,=t  t~. Then t~, t~,. . .  , t~ partition v*. 
Let K be the graph, with vertex-set {t~, l v ~ V, i ~ 0} and with edge-set {z,, I e 
E\M} such that: for e~E\M,  z, is incident to t~, iff ee  t'~. [K is obtained from 
G-  M by splitting each vertex v into new vertices corresponding to the different 
t'~'s.] It is clear that every vertex of K has even degree and therefore K has an 
eulerian orientation. We can now define an eulerian orientation of G-M as 
follows: For every edge z, (e ~ E \M)  oriented from t~, to t~ in K we shall orient e 
from u to v in G-M.  This euleri.~n oi~entation has the required property. 
Proof of the Conjecture. We use an orientation of G-M given by the lemma. 
For xc  V, let E~ ={e~ . . . . .  ek} be the set of edges of G-M with inigal ver~iex , 
and let V~ ={xt . . . . .  x~} be the set of terminal vertices of these edges. 
Let e = {x, y} e M. We note that V~ A V~, = O because ach tent is oriented i nto a 
directed path. It follows that the graph 
L~ =(V,, U V,, U{x, y}, F_~ U ,E~ U{e}} 
is isomorphic to Hk. Moreover, since each edge of G-M has exactly one initial 
vertex, which is in on exactly one edge of M, {L¢ I e ~ M} forms a partit ,,n of E. 
This completes the proof. 
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